Connection with Kin, Culture and Country (Prof Errol West, Palawa)

- the law of reciprocity coming out of the relationship between the land and the humans it's shaped 
  (Prof Irene Watson, Tlanganekald, Meintangk, Boandik)

- ways of knowing, being and doing
  (Dr Karen Martin, Noonuccal)

Locality is everything 
(Dr Mary Graham, Kombumerri)

Cultural responsibilities and imperatives / motivations 

to identify, protect, conserve, present and transmit cultural values and wisdom

Connection to and commonalities with all First Peoples across the world

Connection to and commonalities with all Aboriginal peoples across the nation

Bio-cultural regions and peoples e.g. rainforest Aboriginal people

Language nation groups and the combination of all the tribal groups' lands and waters

Tribal groups and native title determined areas

Clans and traditional estates

Apical families and localities